Cindicator
The only ecosystem where human wisdom is combined with artificial intelligence for effective decision-making in asset management.

Problem
Financial markets, especially the crypto market, are irrational and unpredictable, and it can be hard to make the right decision amid high uncertainty. Moreover, the uncertainty of the markets can often lead to substantial losses.

Solution
Cindicator creates predictive analytical products based on Hybrid Intelligence. 115,000+ analysts around the globe answer questions about various assets and provide their market perspective. This sustainable ecosystem generates over 400,000 forecasts per month. 30+ machine learning models and a fully-fledged neural network process this unique data set to create highly valuable indicators, sentiments, and signals. Then the bespoke forecasts and analyses are distributed to CND token holders.

Overview
Cindicator is a fintech company that has been developing its Hybrid Intelligence platform since 2015. This platform is used daily by 115,000+ highly motivated decentralised analysts from 135+ countries. Their forecasts on crypto and traditional markets are collected and enhanced with a set of machine-learning models and neural networks.

As a result of this symbiosis of humans and AI Cindicator creates valuable trading indicators, predictive analytics and sentiments that improve investment decision-making amid high uncertainty for the 6,000+ traders and investors who hold CND tokens.

After a successful token sale in September 2017, Cindicator has created one of the few sustainable tokenised ecosystems with several functioning analytical products that are used exclusively by token holders.

Products
- Hybrid Intelligence Platform consists of 115,000+ decentralised analysts who make forecasts about various assets and get incentivised by financial rewards. Then these datasets are cleaned, ranged, and enhanced by AI.
- Cindicator Bot uses Hybrid Intelligence to support traditional and crypto financial market analysis through indicators with an accuracy of over 60%.
- Cryptometer spots arbitrage opportunities that can last less than 5 minutes.
- Token Sale Review provides Hybrid Intelligence crowdsourced reports and indicators for selecting the most promising and sustainable token sales and planning optimal exit strategies.
- Tailored indicators and unique data for our partners.

The team
60+ developers, data scientists, analysts, traders, and other professionals led by serial IT entrepreneurs and visionaries Mike Brusov, Yuri Lobyntsev, and Artem Baranov. The core team is supported by thousands of token holders and decentralised analysts who contribute their ideas and insights, guiding the development of the ecosystem.

Cindicator’s advisory board includes 15+ leading experts in tech, venture capital, blockchain and cryptocurrencies:
- Ethereum co-founder Anthony Diiorio
- Singularity University founder Reese Jones
- Gibraltar Stock Exchange chairman Marcus Killick
- Founder of Bitcoin Foundation Charlie Shrem and others. The Cindicator Symbiotic Network unites the sustainable companies and startups enhancing network effects to empower creators of valuable products and disrupt today's markets by tokenising businesses and economic models.

$CND is listed on Binance, Bitfinex, EthfineX, GOPAX, and other cryptoexchanges.
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